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I. The topic of the dissertation 

    Border Guards without border? What can be the role of a Border Post, and the role of 

border guards in the capital? What were the position and the role of the Border Guard 

Regiment of Adyliget? The present dissertation makes an attempt to answer these questions.  

    The ancestor corps of the Border Guard Regiment of Adyliget, the legal predecessor of the 

regiment was formed on 25th March 1946 within the Central Training Battalion as an 

independent corps of signals providing reports to the Border Guards Command Center. Later 

as its number of tasks increased, it became a Signaling Company in 1948. Apart from 

providing reports to the command center, it took part in the establishment of the line and radio 

communication between the border guard battalions and the command center, as well, as in 

the training of the signaling corps.  

    Following its merger with the Hungarian State Security Authority in 1950 it functioned as a 

Signaling Battalion. It took part in the Hungarian Revolution of 1956; it defended its barrack 

and kept the memory of its member killed in action green throughout the Kádár era. 

The first section of the SZ-100 electronic signaling system in Hungary was built up and 

introduced here in 1964. After the termination of the security police in 1971 the scope of its 

tasks was extended to involve guarding and construction work. Through the integration of the 

Technical Battalion the Border Guard Regiment was formed. A guard battalion also belonged 

to the Regiment after 1975.  

    After the change of system, in the 1990’s, its number of tasks increased, its responsibilities 

changed as well as its name and organizational structure. The focus shifted from the training 

of signaling troops to guarding and serving. The name it received in 1992 reflects its tasks: 

Support and Service Directorate. Its name changed to Budapest Border Guard Directorate in 

1995. 

    Since it functioned as central reserves, it was assigned critical tasks during the period of the 

Gulf War and the Yugoslav Wars; it participated in the strengthening of the southern borders.  

    After the de-enlistment of the last enlisted border guard soldier, the Bálint Balassi Border 

Guard Training School was established on the base of the directorate. The school started to 

operate on 1st April 1998. Its name was changed to Adyliget Law Enforcement Training 

School, and the border guard training that had been conducted in the school was completed 

with the vocational training of police officers. This step meant a transition from a militarily 

organized law enforcement body to a civil law enforcement agency.  

 



II. The structure of the dissertation 

    In the construction of the dissertation I laid special emphasis on the history of border 

guarding from a historiographical perspective, and on making reference not only to the 

literature, but to sources related to the matter, as well. In order to learn more about the history 

of this special corps in context, to understand its position in the processes taking place in the 

Border Guards, and to appreciate the effect of these on the Border Guard Regiment, a brief 

outline of the history of Border Guards is inevitable.  

    As a next step I present the establishment of the signaling corps, company, and battalion, its 

organizational structure, system of tasks, its relocation to Adyliget and the construction of the 

barracks in a chronological order.  

    I make reference in a separate section to its role played in the Hungarian Revolution of 

1956, the events of the revolution, the actions performed by the Regiment and its member 

killed in action.  

    I provide an outline of its work during the era of consolidation, its activities performed 

during the relocations, its everyday life until the establishment of the Border Guard Regiment.  

    I delineate the location, role, organizational structure and system of tasks of the Border 

Guard Regiment, the sole regimental level formation of the Border Guards articulated 

according to its commanders. I also outline the process of the change of system as well as the 

changes that occurred during this period, and the descendant corps (i.e. the Support and 

Service Directorate and the Budapest Border Guard Directorate) until their liquidation, and 

the termination of the line infantry. 

    I treat the separate organizational units of the Border Guard Regiment in separate sections: 

the Training Base for the Signaling Corps, the New Training System Technical Battalion, and 

the Guard Battalion, the Border Guard Orchestra, the Signaling Workshop and storehouse.   

    I also summarize the activities that it performed beyond its basic tasks: as a consequence of 

its central location it could function as a location for demonstrative purposes for the Border 

Guards and it also took an active part in cultural and sport activities.  

    The appendices containing photos and maps as well as the diagrams and graphs, the index 

and the outline of the technical equipment assist the reader in a better comprehension of the 

subject.  

 

 



III. Methods and conclusions of the dissertation 

    During the making of the dissertation the traditional historian techniques were used as the 

main methods, such as searching for, tracking down, organizing, and presenting written 

documents. Besides public archives I also used internally distributed journals and other 

publications as important sources that were published in the era at hand. At this point it was 

very important to apply source criticism, to reveal information hidden behind the rhetorics 

and clichés used by the single-party state. The method of Oral History also played an 

important role, as the former members of the Regiment, the former leaders of the Border 

Guards are still among us. Through their recollection I was provided valuable details. 

    I systematized the data and the information unraveled and confronted them with written 

documents. To resolve contradictions I used the method of source criticism. 

    Based on the available sources I established that the corps at hand -- as the border guard 

unit in the capital -- played a special role; its responsibilities exceeded those of an ordinary 

signaling corps. Resulting from its role as reserves for the security office it participated in the 

events of the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, it was involved in the taxi drivers’ blockade and 

in the Yugoslav Wars. It served tasks beyond military functions. It performed the service of 

the National Command Center. It actively participated in the economy and -- through the 

technical battalion -- it also held social functions. It functioned a place dedicated to 

demonstrative purposes and was a special area for cultural and sports events.  

    The comprehensive exposition of the history of the Border Guard Regiment of Adyliget is a 

new and independent contribution to scientific knowledge.  
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